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ABSTRACT

Plans for the disposal of radioactiveliquid and solid wastes presently
stored in double-shelltanks at the Hanford Site call for retrieval and processing of the waste to create forms suitable for permanentdisposal. Waste
will be retrieved from a tank using a submergedslurry pump in conjunction
"

with one or more rotating slurry jet mixer pumps. PacificNorthwest Laboratory (PNL) has conducted tests using simulatedwaste slurries to assess the

"

effects of an impingingslurry jet en the corrosionrate of the tank wall and
floor, an action that could potentiallycompromisethe tank's structural
integrity. Corrosionprocesseswere investigatedon a laboratoryscale with a
simulatedneutralizedcladding removal waste (NCRW) slurry and in a subsequent
test with simulatedneutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW) slurry. The test
slurries simulatedthe actual NCRW and NCAW both chemicallyand physically.
The tests simulatedthose conditionsexpected to exist in the respective
double-shelltanks during waste retrieval operations. Results of both tests
indicate that, because of the action of the mixer pump slurry jets, the waste
retrievaloperationsproposed for NCAW and NCRW will moderatelyaccelerate
corrosion of the tank wall and floor. Based on the corrosionof initially
unoxidizedtest specimens,and the removal of corrosionproducts from those
specimens,the maximum time-averagedcorrosionrates of carbon steel in both
waste simulantsfor the length of the test was -4 mil/yr. The protective
oxide layer that exists in each storage tank is expected to inhibit corrosion
of the carbon steel.
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The apparatus used for the NCAWand NCRWcorrosion tests reported herein
simulated those conditions
anticipated
in the respective double-shell
tanks
during

waste retrieval

operations

as accurately

as possible

by producing

the

same direct impingementflow velocities(althoughthe indirect impingementvlas
not quantified in the NCAW test); temperatures;and in the case of the NCAW
test, jet impingementtimes expected during waste retrieval. The test
slurries simulatedthe actual NCRW and NCAW both chemicallyand physically
(i.e., vol% solids and abrasivity).
Three slurry flow velocitieswere used for each test. For the NCRW test,
the velocitiestested were 3.6, 14.4, and 54.5 ft/s, with the high velocity
approximatingthe calculatedexit velocity of the slurry from the pump nozzle.
For the NCAW test, the high velocity of 15 ft/s representedthe maximum slurry
velocity expected at the tank wall for a two-pump arrangementand a nozzle
discharge parameter of UoD = 29.4 ft2/s. A slow slurry velocity of 4 ft/s and
an intermediatevelocity of 8 ft/s were also tested. The velocitieschosen
for the NCAW test more closely representthe conditionsexpected at the tank
wall during the slurry retrievaloperations.
The temperatureof the waste in the double-shelltanks is normally ,maintained at -140°F (60%), but the power expended by the mixer pumps during
sludge resuspensionis expected to cause the temperatureof the slurry to
climb to near its boiling point during retrieval. Hence, the test temperature
of 180°F (82°C)for the NCRW test was a compromisebetween the need to reduce
evaporationof water from the slurry and to investigatecorrosionat a temperature closer to that expected during retrieval. Redesigningthe test vessel allowed the NCAW test to be conducted at a temperaturenear the slurry's
boiling point (I03°C).
The rotating slurry mixer pump(s) will cause the slurry jets to strike a
particular point on the tank floor or wall in a cyclic manner about 10% of the
pump's total operatingtime. In the earlier NCRW test, the couponswere
exposed to the jets for the length of the test. The equipment for the NCAW
test was modified to simulate the cyclic impact of the jets on the tank walls
by moving the coupons into and out of the flows of the fixed jets on a repeating cycle of 0.5 minute in one position and 4.5 minutes in the switched position. However, the nature of the slurry flow in the indirect impingement
position was not known. Carbon steel couponswere also suspended in a
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non-flowing location in the slurry of each test to serve as control coupons
for comparisonand correctionof the calculatedcorrosion rates that can be
attributedto impingingjets.
The NCRW test was conducted for 107 days of coupon exposure to the
slurry. The couponswere examined during the NCRW test at intervalsof every
week for the first two weeks and then every two weeks. The NCAW test was conducted for 150 days of exposure to the slurry. The coupons were examined durk

ing the NCAW test at exposure times of 7, 16, 30, 42, 51, 92, 122, and
150 days from the beginningof the test. The time interval betweenexaminations for the NCAW test was extended as the corrosionresponse of the coupons
was defined and tended toward a presumed constant reaction rate.
Results of both tests indicate that, because of the action of the mixer
pump slurry jets, the waste retrievaloperationsproposed for NCAW and NCRW
will moderately acceleratecorrosion of the tank wall and floor. Based on the
corrosion of initiallyunoxidizedtest specimens,and the removal of corrosion
products from those specimens,the maximum time-averagedcorrosion rates of
carbon steel in both waste simulantsfor the length of the test was -4 mil/yr.
For the NCRW test, a time-averagedcorrosionrate of 2.8 mil/yr was
calculatedfor a slurry jet velocity of 14.4 ft/s (4.4 m/s). A time-averaged
corrosion rate of -4 mil/yr was calculatedfor the highest jet velocity tested
for the NCAW test [15 ft/s (4.6 m/s)]. In the NCAW test, the 4-mil/yr result
was found for the coupon that was in the jet only -10% of the time. This
result was unexpected,and is discussed further in the body of this report.
Both rates are based on the final weight after the remainingoxide layer was
removed from the coupon. These corrosionvalues are an average rate for the
total test that includesthe effect of an initiallyhigher rate before achieving a presumed steady-staterate. As such, they may be consideredconservative maximum values. They comparewith a rate of -0.3 mil/yr measured for
coupons in a non-flow region of both test vessels but otherwise similar condi-

"

tions. The maximum total base metal loss for the 150-day NCAW test was
-1.6 mils.
A discussionof the actual waste storage and retrieval conditionsis
appropriateto relate the scoping test resultsto expected corrosion in the
vii

double-shelltanks during waste retrieval. First, the tank surfaces are
heavily oxidized followingfabricationas a result of the stress relief
process. Since their fabrication,the tanks have containedcorrosivewastes
that have probably further increased the thicknessof the oxide layers. The
effect of this oxide layer is to inhibit corrosionby creating a diffusion
barrier between the metal and bulk solution.
Analysis of the weight loss data from the NCAW couponswith the oxide
layer intact indicates it is likely that a lower corrosionrate of 2.5 mil/yr
or less may occur over the long term during actual waste mobilizationand
retrieval operations (see Table 5.4). Similar results are seen for the NCRW
coupons--1to 2.2 mil/yr based on weight loss during the last test interval.
This rate is somewhat less. However, there are uncertaintiesin the rates of
potentiallycompeting mechanismsin the corrosionphenomenon. For example,
the observed weight changes during test intervalswithout removing the oxide
films is from a combinationof material lost from the specimen and material
incorporatedinto the oxide layer. The combined effect of this summationcan
be measured, but the magnitudeof either term is indeterminate. Therefore,
these lower values for corrosion rates, although potentiallycloser to
reality, could not be substantiatedwith the design of the current scoping
test, since the design depends on the assumptionthat the oxide film had
reached a steady-statecundition.
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FIGURE 1.1.

Carbon Steel Double-Shell
at a Hanford Tank Farm

1.1

radio-

Tanks Under Construction

Before wastes are stored in the DSTs, they are neutralizedwith a caustic
solutionto a pH greater than -12 and are chemicallyinhibitedby the addition
of a nitrite ion Lo minimize corrosionof the carbon steel. This neutralization produces precipitates_primarilyhydroxidecomplexes,that eventually
separatefrom the rest of the liquid. Figure 1.2 shows the inside of a

FIGURE 1.2. Photographfrom Inside Double-ShellTank 241-AZ-I01.
Tank is partially
filled
with hcutralized
current
acid waste.

1.2

DST that is partiallyfilled with "neutralized"waste. These wastes will be
retrieved and processedto create waste forms suitable for permanentdisposal.
Solids in some of these tanks have been settling for many years, creating
sludge layers on the tank floors. The solids must be resuspendedin the
supernatantliquids before waste retrievaloperationscan begin. Waste will
•

be retrievedfrom a tank using a submergedslurry/transferpump in conjunction
with one or more rotating slurry jet mixer pumps. Each mixer pump will gener-

o

ate two opposing high-volumejets of fluid and will direct those jets at the
settled solids. Figure 1.3 shows the proposed retrievalmethod using mixer
pumps to resuspendthe settled solids and a transfer pump to remove the
slurry.
WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC) is concernedthat the action of the
jets in resuspendingthe settled solids may acceleratecorrosionof the tank
wall and floor. To investigatethis concern, PacificNorthwest Laboratory
(PNL)(a)has conducted scopingtests of tank corrosion using simulatedwaste
slurries to assess the likelihoodand magnitudeof acceleratedcorrosionof
the DSTs during waste retrieval.
Corrosion processes have been investigatedby PNL at this time using two
types of simulatedHanford waste" neutralizedcladding removal waste (NCRW)
and neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW). Tests with NCRW were initiated in
FY 1988 and completed in FY 1989; tests with NCAW were performed in FY 1990.
The results of the NCAW and NCRW testing are reported and compared in this
report.
1.1 BACKGROUND
The Hanford Site EnvironmentalRestorationand Waste ManagementTechnol-

•

ogy Plan (HSERWMTP)(Anantatmula1990) for calendar year 1989 describes
28 DSTs in service at the Hanford Site with a total capacity of -31M gal
(118,400m3).

Within

these tanks, approximately21M gal (78,000m3) of DST

waste had accumulatedas of December 31, 1988. More wastes are expected.

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratoryis operated by Battelle Memorial Institute
for the U.S. Departmentof Energy under contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
1.3
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Proposed Waste Retrieval Method Using Mixer Pumps to
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corrosionrate of the carbon steel used to fabricate some of the DSTs. Specifically,the purpose of the scoping tests was to indicate how much faster
the steel corrodes when it is impinged by jets of caustic slurries (simulating
the mixer pump action with mobilizedDST wastes) than it does under normal,
more stagnantwaste storageconditions.
A specific objective of the testing was to simulate,as closcly as prac"

ticable, the conditions in the waste tank that are most _ignificantto corrosion during waste retrieval
operations'
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2.0 CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

The followingitems summarizethe major conclusionsand recommendations
drawn from the testing program described in this report.
•
-

Based on data from impingingjet corrosiontests conductedon carbon
steel with simulated wastes,waste retrievaloperationsfor NCAW and
NCRW are predicted to cause moderatelyacceleratedcorrosion of DST
tank walls and floors as a result of the action of the mixer pump
slurry jets.

• These tests were initiatedwith clean unoxidizedsteel specimens,
which were then corroded by impingingjets of simulatedwaste slurries. Time-averagedcorrosionrates were determinedfrom measured
weight changes occurring over the time of the test. The maximum
acceleratedcorrosion rate determinedby this method for the NCAW
test was -4 mil/yr, occurringat the highest jet velocity tested,
15 ft/s (4.6 m/s), and after removal of the accumulatedoxide layer.
A smallervalue, 2.8 mil/yr, was determinedfor the NCRW test run at
14.4 ft/s (4.4 m/s); however, any direct comparison is not appropriate because of other differencesbetween the two tests. These
values are time-averagedcorrosionrates, which includethe effect
of an initiallyhigher rate before a presu_dedsteady-statecondition
was achieved. T.hetotal base metal thickness loss during the NCAW
150-daytest was -1.6 mils, while a surface-averagedloss of
0.82 mils was observed during the 107-dayNCRW test.
•

Corrosion rates are expected to decrease over time with the accumulation of an oxide layer that presents a barrier to diffusionof
reactantsand reaction products involvedin the corrosionreactions.
Analysis of weight loss data fro_._
the NCAW coupons after 92 days,
assuming the surface oxide layer is unchanging,indicatesthat a
corrosionrate of <2.5 mil/yr would probably occur over the long
term during actual waste mobilizationoperations. However, because
of uncertaintiesin the effects of competingmechanismsoccurring in
the corrosion phenomenon,lower numbers for both the NCAW and NCRW
tests cannot be fully substantiatedfrom the availabledata. This
is particularlytrue for the NCRW test, so the time-averagedvalue
of 2.8 mil/yr for a slurry velocity of 14.4 ft/s is suggestedfor
use with wastes like the simulatedNCRW composition. Following
sludge mobilization,while the slurry is being removed from the
DSTs, the mixer pump jet velocitiesmay be lowered significantly.
If so, the resulting corrosionrate is expected to be less.

•

After the NCAW test duration of 150 days, final weight loss measurements (after chemicallyremoving oxide films) for the non-flow (con-

•

trolIF coupons
proAduced
calculatedcorrosion
of N-cOR.w3
mil/yr at
-217
(I03°C).
similar
rate was measuredrates
for the
control
coupons. These values are comparableto other reported corrosion
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rates in these types of caustic Hanfordwastes (Divineet al. 1985).
Because the baseline corrosion rates from the control coupons are
comparableto other results with similar solutions,the validity of
the corrosion responsesof the carbon steel to the simulatedNCAW
and NCRW slurries are supported.
°

Within the bounds of the specificconditionsevaluated in this corrosion test, the results are a good estimate of the corrosionthat
may occur from the mixer pumps in the DSTs operatingwithin the
assumed configurationthat provided the bas_s for the test parameters (i.e., two mixer pumps, UoD = 29.4 ft:/s,etc.). However,
because of the lack of duplicat_coupons or duplicate tests, the
uncertaintyin the weight loss resultsand calculatedenhanced
corrosion rates has not been estimatedfor the corrosiontests.

•

There were significantdifferencesin the test conditionsfor the
two corrosiontests, and in the characteristicsof the corrosion
films as determinedafter the tests: I) temperaturesdiffered by
35°F; 2) simulant compositionsdifferedgreatly; and 3) the NCRW
coupons were continuouslyexposedto the jets, while the NCAW coupons were switched into and out of the jets. The NCAW impingement
coupons had considerablythicker oxide film accumulationsthan those
on the NCRW impingementcoupons,while the opposite outcome was
observed between the control coupons Of the two tests. This suggests that the corrosion film on the coupons in the NCRW simulant
consistedof a different oxide structurethan that formed on coupons
exposed to the NCAW simulant. These factors represent significant
differences in the two tests, lt is probable that the similarities in the corrosion rates for the static coupons as well as the
impingementcoupons for these two waste simulants are merely coincidcntal. The likelihoodthat corrosionrates for any other likely
combinationof waste retrievalvariableswill be the same as indicated by these tests, although possible, is improbable.

•

Numerous variables exist in these systems, and some of the variables
may have complex interactions. In particular,the effects of temperature and waste compositionon corrosion are not as well documented for "flow-type"systems as they are for "static" corrosion
systems. Additionaltesting is needed to clearly understandthe
corrosion processesthat are occurring in these systems so that the
results of these tests may be extrapolatedto other conditionsor
waste compositions. Duplicate coupons should be included in plans
for future testing to provide a more precise determinationof the
long-term acceleratedcorrosion rates expected during waste
retrieval.

•

Microscopicexaminationof the NCAW coupons before and after removal
of the oxide films indicatesthat the corrosionmechanism involved
in this system is wholly or predominantlyuniform corrosion.
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Uniform corrosionwas assUmed for subsequentcalculationsof baseline (control)corrosionand corrosion rates, and the assumptionwas
supported by photomicrographs.
•

"

"

The effect of relative impingementtime on the corrosionrate of the
NCAW samples was inconclusive. The weight loss measurementsshowed
increasedweight loss with increased relativeimpingementtime for
the low and medium velocities,but weight losses from the highvelocity pair of specimenswere reversed from what would be expected
(i.e., the short-exposurespecimen had higherweight loss than the
long-exposurespecimen). This result is believed to indicatethat
the slurry motion in the off-jet positionwas not as negligibleas
originallythought, and the trends indicatedin Table 6.2 for both
long-time in-jet and long-time off-jet position_reflect the kinds
of flow washing over the surface of the coupon. Unfortunately,the
flow in the off-jet position is undefinedbut is potentiallymore
active in stimulatingcorrosion than the in-jet flow (see discussion
in the Results section). This suggestionof more rapid corrosion
environmentsbeing generated in off-jet positionsis a strong recommendation for further testing to prove or disprove this possibility.
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3.0 CORROSION THEORY

Corrosion as assessed by these studies can be acceleratedby the relative
movement between a corrosive fluid and a metal surface. This movement
increasesthe transport of reactantsto, and reaction products from, the
reacting surface. Additionally,metal loss may be increasedby physical
"

damage to the metal surfaceor corrosion film when the fluid contains abrasive
solid particles,or when cavitationor fluid droplet impingementoccurs (two-

"

phase flow).
Erosion is defined as "the progressiveloss of original material from a
solid surface due to mechanicalinteractionbetween that surface and a fluid,
a multi-componentfluid, or impingingliquid or solid particles" (ASTM 1985).
Erosion is often consideredseparatelyfrom the effects of corrosion. The
fluids involved in this study, simulatedNCAW and NCRW slurries,are corrosive
to the subject carbon steel, but not significantlyabrasive. Also, the fluid
velocitiesinvolved generallyare not high enough to cause erosion of the
steel. This effect is expected with fluidvelocities on the order of.hundreds
or thousandsof feet per second.
Corrosioncan be particularlyrapid in areas of high turbulencewhere the
fluid flow motion has a large componentperpendicularto the surface
(Cragnolino,Czajkowski,and Shack 1988). Hence, geometry (the shapes of
components in the system configurationthat influencethe fluid motion and
impingementangle of the fluid) is extremely importantwhen evaluatingthe
effects of this type of corrosion. With all else equal, it is the fluid
motion that controls the corrosionrate by transportingreaction products and
dissolved film species away from the corroding surface and reactantsto the
surface. In this mode, fluid motion increasesthe corrosion rate of the

•

material (Brubakerand Phipps 1979; Cragnolino,Czajkowski,and Shack 1988).
The following sectionsdiscuss some of the theoreticalbackgroundthat

'

will

aid in understanding

in this

investigation,

the corrosion

particularly

processes involved

corrosion

3.1

accelerated

with

carbon steel

by a moving fluid.

3.1 CORROSION OF CARBON STEEL
Carbon steelcorrodes in water environmentswhen iron reacts with the
water and dissolved oxygen to form oxidized iron species. The oxidized iron
may stay in solution or precipitatein the form of iron oxides or hydroxides,
depending on the solution chemistry,and form a film such as that shown in
Figure 3.1. In deoxygenatedsystemsthe basic reactions are as follows:

Fe + 2H20_
3Fe(OH)z

Fe(OH)2+ H2(g)
* Fe304+ Hz + 2H20

(Schikorrreaction)

for temperaturesless than about 392°F (200°C)(Schikorr 1933). At higher
temperatures,magnetite (Fe304)forms directly. When the oxygen content of
the system increases,gamma hematite (TFe203),which is cubic and forms solid
solutionswith magnetite,may also form and become the dominant component of
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FIGURE 3.1. Model for Corrosionof Carbon Steel in High-Temperature
Water EnvironmentShowing Diffusing Species on Left Side
of Illustrationand Typical Reactions Forming a Film on
Right Side
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the corrosion film as the activity (concentration)of oxygen increases
further. Under oxygenatedconditions,additionalhydroxyl (OH) is formed
insteadof hydrogengas.
Thermodynamicevaluationsof the solubilityof iron oxides and hydroxides
in boiling water reactor systems indicatethat ferric hydroxidecontrols the
solubilityof iron up to about 300°F (150°C)(Zaremboet al. 1986). At higher
temperatures,iron solubilityis controlledby magnetite. This creaces a solubility maximum at about 300°F (150°C). The Zarembo et al. calculationsalso
indicate that under deaerated conditions,ferrous hydroxideforms instead of
ferric hydroxide. Higher hydroxyl concentrationssignificantlylower the solubility of the iron hydroxides (i.e.,the "common ion effect"). The ferrous
hydroxidesconsolidateto magnetite by the Schikorr reaction. The magnetite
solubility is essentiallyunaffectedby oxygen content over a range of 0.1 Rpb
to 1000 ppb. (These authors also point out that it is very difficultto get
the oxygen content below -10 ppb without elaborateprocedures.) The magnetite
has a solubilitycf about a factor of two greater th_n ferric hydroxide in the
temperaturerange expected in the double-shelltanks (Zarembo1986). An
importantpoint is that the oxygen content of,the slurry,which is perhaps as
low as 500 ppb in the test system, is not expected to have a large impact on
the solubilityof iron oxides in the expected double-shelltank environment.
The experimentalresults of Sanchez-Caldera,Griffith,and Rabinowicz
(1988) agree with the above model, showing a distinct maximum at about 300°F
(150%) for corrosion in steam extractionlines with a solution pH range of
5 to 10 and oxygen concentration<200 ppb. Hence, the thermodynamictheory
does appear to predict semi-quantitativelythe behavior of carbon steel in hot
water systems. Magnetite,believed to be a major componentof the passivating
film in the double-shelltanks (Divineet al. 1385), has a minimum solubility
in the pH range 10 to 13, as shown in Figure 3.2 (Cragnolino,Czajkowski,and
Shack 1988). Though most of the studies referenceddo not involvewater solutions as concentratedas those in the double-shelltanks, they do indicate the
i

behavior to be expected from the carbon steel. The carbon steel in the
double-shelltanks is maintained at a very low corrosion rate (passivated
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3.2 CORROSION MODELS
The corrosion of carbon steel in aqueous systemstakes place as iron is
oxidized to the +2 or +3 state, depending on the oxygen activity,and then
goes into solution, When the concentrationof the oxidized iron species,
solution pH, temperature,and other aspects of the solution chemistry are
I

suitable for precipitationof iron oxides, a passivatingoxide film forms such
as that illustratedby Figure 3.1. When this film is present, it will control
the rate of carbon steel corrosion by controllingthe rate at which reactants
reach the metal surface and reaction products such as ferrous iron (Fe.2)
leave the metal surface. The only time such a film will not be present is
when the steel is cathodicallyprotected (maintainedat a negative potential
greater than -0.44 V versus standard hydrogen electrode).
Standard corrosion reactionsare acceleratedby motion of the aqueous
environmentat the surface of the steel. This motion acceleratescorrosion it,
several ways"
•

steeper reactant and product concentrationgradients are created
across the passivatingfilm

•

the passivatingfilm is thinned by causing it to dissolve faster

•

portions of the film not tightly adhering to the surfacemay be
dislodged and carried away.

Corrosionmay be acceleratedwhenever fluid motion is present. However, fluid
motion may or may not be important,dependingon the magnitudeof the effects
of other processes.
The scientificand engineeringliteratureaddressingcorrosionaccelerated by fluid flow iilaqueous systems can be separatedby studiesof the
following systems"
•

water systems without suspendedsolids at elevated temperaturesand
low levels of dissolved oxygen, i.e., boiler feedwater

• water systemswith suspendedsolids (coal, limestone,silica,
alumina, etc.) at ambient temperatureand aerated or deaerated
conditions
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•

two-phaseliquid-gass.ystemsconsistingof vapor bubbles in a liquid
or liquid droplets in a gas stream, i.e., some environmentsin steam
extractionlines of power stations.

The two-phase systemswill not be discussedhere because this kind of system
is not believed to be relevant to the DST environment.
,_,

Ba._ically,
the corrosionof carbon steel can be described in terms of the
rate of mass loss per unit area as follows"

dm/dt : K (C - Cb)
where dm/dt
K
C
Cb

=
=
=
=

(3.1)

rate of mass loss per unit area
the mass transfer coefficient
the concentrationof iron (Fe.2) at the solid-liquidinterface
the concentrationof iron in the bulk liquid.

Tho mass transfer coefficient (K) is an empirical function of the corrosion
film thickness,porosity, ionic diffusionrates, and dissolutionrate as well
as the fluid velocityand angle of impingement. For many observations,K is
found to be proportionalto V°'B(V _ velocity),and rate (dm/dt)is proportional to Kn where n = I 'to3 (Cragnolino,Czajkowski, and Shack 1988).
The mass transfer rate (dm/dt) for corrosion is also a functionof the
concentrationgradients of the reactants

(H20,

02) as well as reaction pro-

ducts (H_,OH-, Fe+2, Fe+3) (see Figure 3 1). In most cases the critical concentrationgradient is that of the oxidized iron species (i.e.,C-Cb divided
by a diffusiondistance). The magnitudeof the concentrationgradient is a
function of the equilibrium solubilitiesof the iron oxides and the rate at
which they form as well as the diffusiondistance. These concentrationsare
in turn a functionof temperature,water chemistry (e.g., pH) and the electrical potentialof 'themetal surface.
Complexingions for iron, such as chloride or sulfate, promote corrosion
by increasingthe solubilityof iron and contributingto the degradation of
any passivatingfilm on the iron. The complexingagent increasesthe stable
concentrationof iron in solution, increasingthe diffusion flux of iron away
from the surface because of the larger effective concentrationgradient. The
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higher solubilityof iron may lead to the breakdownof the passivatingfilm,
further increasingthe corrosion rate.
Finally, the characteristicsof the film of corrosionproducts influence
the corrosion rate. The porosity of the film is one such variable that is
believed to be a controllingfactor and is included specificallyin the
corrosionmodel of Sanchez-Caldera:

dm/dt = K e (C - Cb) (simplifiedform)

(3.2)

where e is the porosity of the oxide film. The porosity of the film determines the percentageof the mehal surface that is in direct contact with the
corroding fluid.
Corrosion influencedby fluid flow depends on a complex combinationof
physical, chemical, and geometric characteristics(i.e., the fluid flow patterns and velocity of a jet impingingon a sample surface; see discussion in
Section 6.0) of the system in which it occurs. Because of the many complex
variables involved,it is best to determinethe rates of corrosionfor a given
system with tests that accuratelysimulatethe actual conditionsunder which
the corrosion is expected to occur.
3.3

FLOWPATTERNSIN IMPINGING ROUNDJETS
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As

jet, the impingementregion, and the wall jet. A number GF papers and books
(e.g., Tani and Komatsu, 1966; Beltaos and Rajaratnam,1974; Rajaratnam, 1976;
Giralt, Chia, and Trass, 19771 describe the hydrodynamicsof the impinging
circular jet, giving the pressure profile, the centerlinevelocityof the jet
as it approachesthe wall, the radial velocity of the fluid as a function of
position measured from the centerline,ofthe jet, shear stress as a function
-

of radial position, etc.
In general, these jets have a center!inestagnationpoint on the surface
that coincideswith the point of maximum hydrostaticover pressure. The fluid
velocity parallel to the impingementsurface and shear stress on that surface
increaseslinearly from zero with the radial distance from the centerline
reaching a maximum at about r/H = 0.14, where r is the radial distance from
the centerlineof the jet and H is the distance from the jet nozzle to the
impingementsurface,or about 0.2 inches for the NCRW test and 0.7 inches for
the NCAW test. The edge of the impingementzone for the NCRW test is about
0.4 inches from the centerline, and about 1.1 inches from the centerlinefor
the NCAW test.

(Note that the fluid in a turbulent jet is not motionless at

the centerlinestagnationpoint on the impingementsurface;just the average
velocity is zero.) Hence, the NCRW test coupons includedthe impingementzone
and an appreciablearea that was contactedby the wall jet. The NCAW test
coupons resided entirely within the impingementzone.
Chia, Giralt, and Trass (1977) have shown that for the impingementregion, the local mass transfer coefficientis proportionalto the square root of
the jetnozzle velocity. Hence, in this region, it is expected that if the
corrosionrate is controlledby the transport of corrosionproduct species
away from the surface of the coupon, the corrosionrate should be proportional
to the square root of the jet nozzle velocity--i.e.,K in equation (3.1) is
proportionalto the square root of the nozzle velocity. If the flow conditions are such that the corrosion rate is controlledby the thicknessof an
essentiallystatic boundary layer (laminarsub-layer;see Schlichting,
p. 604), then K in equation (3.1) is expected to be inverselyproportionalto
that thickness (i.e., K e D/6 where D is the diffusion coefficientof the
critical species and 6 is the boundary layer thickness). The 6, as defined_
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is inverselyproportionalto the square root of the shear stress at tilewall.
Since shear stress is proportionalto the square of the velocity, K will be
proportionalto velocity, and corrosionprocessescontrolledby the laminar
sub-layerthicknesswill show a rate proportionalto velocity. These are two
possible jet velocity dependenciesthat might be shown by the NCRW/NCAWtests.
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4.0 TEST APPROACH
During the retrieval of the contents of the DSTs, the interior surface of
the carbon steel walls and floors will be subjectedto impingingjets of
slurry as a result of the action of the pumps used to suspendthe settled
solids. As already discussed in Section 3.0, the many factors affecting cor•

rosion of carbon steel make it difficult to predictcorrosion rates for a
specific set of conditions. Therefore,to obtain corrosiondata, tests have
been conducted using a system that accuratelyreproducesthe actual or predicted conditions.
The method selected for assessingthe effect of an impingingjet on the
corrosionrate of tank steel was to approximatethe geometry, temperature,an,]
chemistryof the waste tanks, and then choose the parametersthat will be modified by the pumping action for further testing. Of those parameters(e.g.,
slurry jet impingementvelocity,angle of slurry jet impingement,duration of
jet impingement),impingementvelocity was selected for the initial scoping
tests with NCRW simulant,and impingementvelocity and duration of impingement
velocity were selected for the tests with NCAW simulant. The differences
between the two tests requiredmodificationsto the test apparatus so that the
NCAW test could be conducted at a higher temperatureand the impingementtime
could be varied. This is described in more detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
These modificationsproduced a test condition that was believed to be an even
more accurate simulationof the DST environmentduring retrievaloperations.
The methods also demonstratedthe importanceof impingementvelocity in NCRW
and NCAW slurry systems.
For these tests, the simulated,nonradioactiveslurry compositionwas
matched to the expected compositionof the waste slurry. Carbon steel of a
compositionsimilar to that used to fabricate the waste tanks was used for the
test coupons. The temperatureand velocity of slurry striking the test cou-

m

pons matched that expected to occur in the tanks during retrieval. Weight
losses were measured at intervalsthroughoutthe test without removing tile
oxide layers from the surface of the coupons. This type of cyclic exposure
was necessary since the limited number of coupons that could be accommodated
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in the test equipmentdid not permit recovery of individual,intermediate
coupons at each interval. Some effect from the cyclic exposure and from
rinsing and drying the coupons removed to estimate the weight loss is likely,
but the magnitude of this effect is unknown. Final, time-averagedcorrosion
rates were determinedat the completionof the tests after chemically
stripping the remaining oxide from the surfaces of the coupons.
As stated previously,the objectiveof the tests was to determine if DST
slurry motion will increase the corrosionrate of DST steel, and if so, how
the rate will change as a function of velocity. However, these tests were not
suitably designed to determine exact, long-term corrosionrates for the actual
waste tanks (see Section 5.1.2 for a more complete discussionof this point)
since the data from the samples as tested give the time-averagedcorrosion
rates. These time-averagedcorrosionrates are good approximationsto the
long-term corrosionrates if there is a cycling of the corrosionrate because
of spalling of the corrosion films. If cyclic spalling does not occur, then
the time-averagedcorrosion rates asymptoticallyapproach the long-term corrosion rates with increasingtime. In this case, the time-averagedcorrosion
rates are greater than the expected long-termcorrosion rates. In either
case, the tests provide a good indicationof the effects of the variables
being tested.
i

Other types of tests have been used to evaluate corrosionaccelerated by
moving fluids, particularlyfor flow in pipelines. One example, a spinning
disk technique,has been used to evaluate different materialsunder similar
conditionsin a single test. This method has been used to evaluate abrasion
and corrosion in simulated flow conditions(the test articlespins in the
fluid, rather than the fluid flowing past the test article), lt is not known
how well this method would predict results for an impingingjet of slurry. In
addition,measuring the effects of impingementversus nonimpingementcycling
is not readily adaptable to this method. Some work has been done to correlate
the results of different types of corrosion tests involvingfluid flow, but
the work has not shown conclusivelythat the spinning disk method would provide accurate informationabout acceleratedcorrosion caused by an impinging
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,

jet of slurry. Therefore,the method selected for this test is believed to
better correlatethe test resultswith anticipatedconditionsduring waste
retrievaloperations•
4.1 TEST APPARATUS
As described above, the test apparatusused for the NCAW and NCRW tests
was essentiallythe same, consistingof a slurry tank, recirculatingpump,
piping with suitable nozzles for the jets, and holders for positioningthe
coupons. When it was decided to include impingementtime along with impingement velocity,the apparatuswas modified to includea switchingmechanism
capable of varying the total time that the slurry jets impingedon the coupons. The sections below describe the test apparatus in greater detail.
4.1.1 NCRW Test Apparatus
The test apparatusfor the tests with simulatedNCRW slurry, shown in
Figure 4.1, was designed to expose disks of DST carbon steel to jets of slurry
at an elevated temperatureover the range of velocitiesexpected in the tanks
_._
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FIGURE 4.1. Nozzle and ImpingementCoupon, and Illustrationof [est
Apparatus Used for the NCRW Jet ImpingementCorrosion
Test
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during waste retrieval. The tank was made of carbon steel and was large
enough to hold about 40 gallons of slurry simulant. Three test positionswere
located near the bottom of the tank pointing away from each other at a
120° angle. The device that held the test coupons consisted of brackets that
were hard mounted so the test coupons could be placed at a fixed distance
(1.5 in.) in front of three O.26-in-diaslurry jet nozzles. The disk-shaped
coupons (1.5 in. dia) were held in the brackets by set screws and positioned
so that the disks were oriented perpendicularlyto the jet and so the jet
impinged the center of each disk.
In addition to the disk specimens,another set of specimens (controlcoupons) was included in a sample holder designed to provide a non-flowingbut
otherwise similar environmentto the disk specimens. These coupons were used
to measure the quiescentcorrosion also occurringon the impingementcoupons.
The reason for this treatment is described in detail in subsequentsections.
As indicatedby Figure 4.1, the jet nozzles and all of the specimenswere
immersed in the slurry contained in the test tank. A centrifugalpump with a
dual gland mechanicalseal drew slurry from the bottom of the tank and circulated it back into the tank through the jet nozzles. A flow meter on each
slurry line monitoredthe volumetricflow rate to each of the nozzles. The
target volumetricflow meter readingswere determinedby the diameter of the
jet nozzle orifice and the desired jet velocity. The flow rates were controlled separatelyfor each line via manual control valves in each line. The
slurry circulationalso served to keep the sludge-likesolids in suspension
within the test tank.
A lid on the tank reduced evaporationof water from the slurry. Some
evaporationlosses were still observedwhile conductingthe NCRW test at 180°F
(82°C). Additionallosses were observed through a leaky pump seal. These
losses were offset by additions of deionizedwater and, sometimes,a caustic
solution to maintain the volume and high pH of the slurry.
q

4.1.2 NCAW Test Apparatus
The test apparatusused for the NCAW tests was similar to that used for
the NCRW tests. The principal differencesbetween the tests were the size of
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the test coupons; the slurry jet impingementvelocities;the movement of the
NCAW samples in and out of the jet stream; the distance from the slurry jet
nozzle orifice to the sample surface; the vapor-tightlid on the tank, which
permitted a higher test temperature(214°Fto 217°F);and a different slurry
composition. The coupon holderswere also submergedin the slurry as shown in
t

Figure 4.2: a total of six impingementcoupons, two for each test velocity at
three different levels in the tank. The three levels were necessaryto minimize exposure of the impingementcoupons to flow from more than one jet.
The disk holder was rotatedby a pneumatic cylinderon a cycle timer to
bring one coupon of each of the three pairs into the flow for a preset interval (see Section 4.3.3). This technique permittedtwo different jet impingement times for each slurry velocity.

FIGURE4.2.

Test Apparatus Used for NCAWJet

4.5

Impingement Corrosion

Test

The distance from the nozzle orifice to the disk surfacewas 5 in. and
was also controlledwith a special alignmenttool within approximately0.1 in.
The distance between each nozzle and impingementcoupon was originally
selected to provide a relativelyflat velocity profile, based on a "free jet"
model, across the face of the coupon. A sensitivityanalysiswas performed
using the free Jet model to determinethe allowablejet misalignmentvalue.
t

In the analysis,anticipatedjet velocitieswere calculatedas a function of
radial position from the centerlineof the jet. Corrosionrates, assuming a
velocitydependence,were then calculatedfor variousjet velocities. The
analysis indicatedthat a jet misalignmentof-I/8 in. would result in less
than a 5% error, which was consideredto have negligibleeffect on the test
results. Further analysis showed that the "free jet" model does not accurately model the impingementregion of an axially symmetriccircular jet (see
Beltaos and Rajaratnam1974). However, because of the symmetryof the circular jet and resultingradial velocity distribution,the original conclusion
regardingjet misalignmentis probably still valid.
The disks were held in place by three set screws tipped with Teflon to
prevent physical scarring of the specimen and to provideelectricalinsulation
for preventinggalvanic coupling of the specimen and holder. As before,
stainlesssteel (17-4 pH stainlesssteel) gland nuts were selected for the
nozzles in the test system. A specialtool was fabricatedto check the alignment of each of the impingementcouponswith the nozzles. The NCAW impingement coupons,the alignmenttool, and control coupons are shown in Figure 4.3.
The larger NCRW impingementcoupons are also shown for comparison. One end of
the tool was machined to fit tightly into the nozzles; the other end aligned
with the proper position of the coupons. Corrosionor wear of the nozzles was
determinedto be insignificantover the course of the test, since no change
was noted in the close fit of the alignmenttool with the inside diameter of
the nozzles.
The tightly fitting lid used for the NCAW test preventedliquid from
evaporating. The slurry was maintainedat a temperaturenear its boiling
point (214°Fto 217°F) by a heating blanket surroundingthe slurry tank. The
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FIGURE4.3.

ASTMA-537 Carbon Steel Coupons Used for the NCRWCorrosion Test
(Top) and the NCAWTest (Bottom).
Note the device used to check
alignment of the NCAWimpingement coupons after installation
in
the test apparatus.
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4.2 .TESTMATERIALS
The laboratoryinvestigationsused actual steel materials and simulated
slurries for the test materialsto assess the effectsof DST waste slurry corrosion on the carbon steel used to fabricatethe DSTs. Coupons used in this
work were fabricatedfrom archived samplesof carbon steel used in the constructionof some of the DSTs, and the simulatedwaste slurries chemicallyand
physically (slurryabrasivityand vol% solids)resembledthe actual wastes.
This section describes simulatedNCRW and NCAW slurriesand the test coupons
used in the corrosiontesting.
4.2.1 Simulated NCRW Slurry
Table 4.1 lists the compositionof the simulatedNCRW slurry used for the
corrosionexperiment. The slurry was composedprimarilyof zirconium-based
solids,with considerableamounts of carbonateand halides, particularlyfluorides. This simulant is similar to the NCAW slurry in terms of its suspended
solids and pH. However, because of the lack of iron in the NCRW slurry and
the presence of chloride and fluoride,which can complex with iron to produce
TABLE 4.1. Compositionof SimulatedNCRW and SimulatedNCAW Slurries
Simulated
NCRW Slurry
SimulatedNCAW Slurry
Supernate
Solids
Supernate
Solids
Concentration, Concentration, Concentration, Concentration,
Component
mmol/g
mmol/g
mmol/g
mmol/q
AI
0.19
2.81
Cr
0.006
0.047
Fe
0.0001
1.15
K
0.103
<0.001
Na
2.10
4.26
3.89
7.92
Zr
I .27
F
0.78
3.95
0.10
NO
0.60
0.40
2.05
S034
0.16
pH
13
13
Sp.gr.(g/ml)
1.25
1.24
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,

soluble iron species,the NCRW slurry might be expected to be more corrosive
to the carbon steel than NCAW slurry,
4.2.2 SimulatedNCAW Slurr._
WHC prepared and supplied the simulatedNCAW slurry used for the corrosion test in March of 1989. PNL received approximately70 gallons of simu•

lated NCAW for the test. The simulatedslurry was prepared before analysis of
the I01-AZ core sampleswas complete,so the slurry compositionwas not based
on results of the core sample analysis. Instead,the procedure used to produce the simulant closely resembledthe major steps that occur during the
generationof actual NCAW, includingcreation of an acldic (primarilynitrate)
solution, sugar denitrationof the acidic waste, and subsequentcaustic neutralization. Table 4.1 lists the chemical compositionof the simulated NCAW
slurry.
The pH of the as-receivedslurry was -13, consistentwith the Hanford
tank farm specificationfor liquid waste storage (pH>t2). At intervals
througho_IJt
the test the pH was measured and found to be stable, so periodic
adjustmentswith caustic were not necessary.
4.2.3 Carbon Steel Test Coupons (NCRW and NCAW Tests)
The test coupons for both corrosiontests were fabricatedfrom a piece
of archived DST carbon steel (ID" H-1470) suppliedby WHC. The coupons
exposed to the slurry jets, called "impingementcoupons,"were disk shaped
(1.5-in.
test

dia by 0.375-in.

were smaller
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(0.75-in.

for

the NCRWtest.

dia by 0.375-in.
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Based on a free-jet
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thick)
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However, the authors
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Chilton,
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4.1.2).
velocity

NCRWcoupons [see

and Kirkpatrick

the differences

the differences
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a large

of the larger
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(see Section

configuration,

page 5-20, Chemical Engineers Handbook, Perry,
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described

by the free-

in the effects

not so different

for

of the
the case of

Three rectangular,nonimpingementcontrol coupons were included in both
the NCRW and NCAW tests to measure "quiescent"corrosion rates in each simulant in each test. These couponswere 2 in. x 1.3 in x 0.375 in., drilled
with O.3-in. holes for hanging. Figure 4.3 shows the coupons used in both
tests. Table 4.2 gives the weights and dimensionsfor all of the test coupons
at the beginningof the NCRW and NCAW corrosion tests.
Near the completionof the NCAW test, we learned that the sample of
steel provided for the test had been archived from the "AP" tank farm, not
from the "AZ" tank farm as originallythought. A-537 carbon steel was used to
fabricate the AP tanks, while ASTM A-515 grade'60 steel was used to fabricate
the AZ tanks. The chemical compositionof A-515 steel varies slightly from
the compositionof A-537 steel. A sampie of the test material was chemically
TABLE 4.2. Pretest Weights and Dimensionsfor the NCRW and
NCAW CorrosionTest Coupons
Sample
Hl
H2
H3
HCI
HC2
IIC3

Weight, q
NCRW
84.5439
84.6451
84.7920
117.3469
120.3804
123.2461

Shape

Dimensions,in.

disk
disk
disk
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular

1.498 x
1.497 x
1.498 x
1.975 x
1 977 x
1 970 x

0.374
0.375
0.375
1.277 x 0.378(a)
1 294 x 0 038!a)
1 330 x 0 380"a)

disk
disk
disk
disk
disk
disk
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular

0.750 x
0.750 x
0.750 x
0.749 x
0.750 x
0.750 x
1.975 x
1.966 x
1.988 x

0.375
0.377
0.376
0.376
0.375
0.377
1.341 x 0.376(b)
1.344 x 0.376(b)
1.337 x 0.376(b)

NCAW
Hl
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
(a)
(b)

20.9875
21.0753
21.1075
20.9874
20.9467
21.0867
121.3404
121.2907
122.0228

Each coupon was drilled
to provide a
0.257-in.-dia
hole for Flanging.
Each coupon was drilled
to provide 0.316-,
0.316-, and O.315-in.-dia
holes, respectively,
for hanging.
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I

analyzed to verify its composition. Table 4.3 lists the compositionof the
WHC sample, compared with the ASTM specificationsfor grade A-537 and A-_15
grade 60 carbon steel plate. This comparisonverifies that the compositionof
the archived sample falls within the limits of the specificationfor A-537.
The difference in corrosionresistanceof A-515 and A-537 carbon steel in the
simulatedtest slurry is not known, but it is anticipatedto be negligible
'

based on a comparisonof the static corrosionrates of these general kinds of
steels in simulated,typical Hanford-typewastes from previous tests (Divine

"

et al. 1985).
4.3

CORROSIONTEST PARAMETERS
The two most importanttest parametersand controls for the corrosion

tests were to I) maintain the slurry jet impact velocitiesat predetermined
values, and 2) maintain the bulk slurry temperatureat a constant setpoint. A
third test parameterwas establishedfor the NCAW test: to cycle the coupons
in and out of the path of the jets to vary jet incidencetimes on the coupons,
a procedure that v_asnot followed in the precedingNCRW test. The bases for
these test parametersand details of these conditionsare described below.
TABLE 4.3.

Material

Comparison of Chemical Compositions for A-515 Steel, ASTM
A-537 Carbon Steel, and Erosion-Corrosion
Test Material
Mn

Si

Composition,
P
S

wt%
Cr

Fe

C

Ni

A-515 (a)
grade 60

Bal.

0.24
(max)

0.98
(max)

0.13
to
0.45

0.035
(max)

0.04
(max)

........

A-537 (b)

Bal.

0.24
(max)

0.65
to
1.40

0.13
to
0.55

0.035
(max)

0.04
(max)

0.25
(max)

0.25 0.08
(max) (max)

0.35
(max)

H-1470(c)

Bal. 0,20

1.31

0.30 0.013

0.006 0.19

0.12 0.01

0.05

J

•

(a) Type of steel used to construct tanks in the AZ tank farm.
(b) Type of steel used to construct tanks in the AP tank farm.
(c) Identificationnumber for steel used in this test.
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Mo

Cu

4.3.1 Jet Velocities
The basis for the slurry jet velocitiesfor the NCAW test was the assumption of a two-pump arrangementfor the mixer pumps in I01-AZ (with a standoff
distance of the pump from the tank wall of "15.5 ft), and an exit velocity of
slurry from the pump based on a nozzle dischargeparameter of UoD = 29.4
ft2/s. Three slurry jet velocitieswere investigatedduring the NCAW test.
Velocitieswere chosen to representa range of probable conditions in the
actual waste tank during retrievaloperations. A high velocity of 15 ft/s
(4.6 m/s) was selected to approximatelymatch the maximum velocity of the
slurry impingingon the tank wall. A low slurry velocity of 4 ft/s (1.2 m/s)
and an intermediatevelocity of 8 ft/s (2.4 m/s) were also tested to provide a
range of conditionsto more accuratelydeterminethe response of the corrosion
process to jet velocity. These jet impact velocities (high, medium, and low)
were achieved by pumping the slurry through three O.26-in.-dia (O.66-cm-dia)
nozzles at volumetricflow rates of -7.5, 4, and 2 gallons/mi_±5% (28.4,
15.1, and 7.6 L/min), respectively,at standoffdistances (nozzle to specimen)
of 5 in. ±0.1 in. (12.7 cm). These free jet model velocitiescorrespondto
nozzle exit velocitiesof "46, 24, and 11 ft/s, respectively.
The jet velocitieschosen for the NCRW tests spanned a larger range than
those for the NCAW tests. The first two NCRW jet velocities,3.6 ft/s
(1.1 m/s) and 14.4 ft/s (4.4 m/s), correspondedclosely to the first and third
NCAW test velocities,4 ft/s (1.2 m/s) and 15 ft/s (4.6 m/s), thus providing a
good basis for comparingthe two test series. The third test jet velocity was
that expected at the mixer pump nozzle opening, 54.5 ft/s (16.6 m/s) (i.e.,
the highest slurry velocity that will occur in the DST during retrieval operations), thus extendingthe velocity range considerablybeyond that used for
the NCAW test.
4.3.2 Temperature
A normal temperatureof the waste in the DSTs is reported to be as high
as -140°F (60°C),but the power expended by the mixer pumps during sludge
resuspensioncould cause the slurry temperatureto increaseto as much as
-217°F (I03°C)during retrieval. Since the test tank would not seal well during the NCRW test, a lower temperatureof 180°F (82°C)was used to keep water
4.12

evaporationrates from becoming excessiveduring the test. The test tank
closure was redesignedso that the test system could be sealed and slightly
pressurized (-5 ft of water). This improvementpermittedthe NCAW test to be
run at 214 to 217°F (101 to I03°C),thus matching the expected retrieval
temperaturewithout the water loss problem. Pressurizationwith compressed
air minimized cavitationin the pump that could otherwisehave been a problem
"
i

with the slurry at or near its boiling point.
4.3.3 ImpinqementTimes
During waste retrievaloperations,the mixer pump assemblieswill rotate
about their vertical axes in an oscillatingmotion while the pumps direct the
slurry jets at the settled solids. A result of this pump assembly rotation is
that the jets will strike a particularpoint on the tank floor or wall in a
cyclic manner about 10% of the total pump operatingtime, with an approximate
cycle time of 5 minutes. The cyclic impact was simulated in the NCAW test by
adding switchingequipment to the test apparatus. The switchingmechanism
moved the coupons and their holders into and out of the flows of the fixed
jets on a repeatingcycle of 0.5 minute in one position and 4.5 minutes in the
switched position. In this manner, one set of coupons was impinged by the
jets for 0.5 minute out of every 5 minutes, simulatingthe in-tank conditions.
The second set of coupons was impinged for 4.5 minutes of each 5-minute cycle.
Although the longer exposure period for the second set of coupons does not
match expected retrieval conditions,it was included to investigatethe effect
of jet impact cycle time on the corrosionrate of the steel. The earlier NCRW
test did not include a mechanism for switching the coupons, so the exposure
time for the coupons was 100% in the flow of the jets.
4.3.4 Air Sparqe
In addition to the three parametersfor the NCAW test (jet velocity,
slurry temperature,and impingementtime), original plans called for introducing air into the NCAW test system to simulate the action of airlift circula-

P

tors in the DST. Airlift circulatorsare suspended in the fluid of some of
the aging waste tanks to provide some mixing and cooling of the waste slurry.
lt is probable that these circulatorswill continue to operate during sludge
mobilizationand during a portionof waste retrieval. Bubbling air into the
4.13

waste would be expected to keep the dissolvedoxygen concentrationnear its
solubilitylimit and to introducecarbon dioxide into the slurry, both of
which were thought to influencethe corrosionrate of the carbon steel. The
conditionsproduced by the airlift circulatorswere simulatedin the NCAW corrosion test using an air sparge tube in the test tank to continuouslybubble
air into the slurry. The target rate for air flow was scaled to approximate
the volumetricflow of the airlift circulatorsoperating in the tank, and was
set to -0.011 cfm (0.3 L/min). Soon after the test began the sparge line
plugged. At the first scheduledexaminationof the test coupons the plugged
line was cleared, but it plugged again soon after the test was restarted.
Numerous attempts were made to keep the air sparge flowing, but plugging with
precipitatedsalts continued to be a problem. Eventually,use of the air
sparge was discontinuedin the NCAW test.
The effect from shutting off the air sparge was estimated. Limited data
on oxygen solubilityfor this type of solution comp'licated
the analysis,but
estimates have shown that the concentrationof oxygen in the slurry could
decrease to perhaps parts per million by reacting with iron in the closed test
system at the rate observed on the control specimens. (In the test system the
slurry was periodicallyexposed to air when the tank was opened to retrieve
the specimens for interimweight loss measurements,thereby replenishingsome
of the dissolved oxygen in the slurry.) However, as discussed in Section 3.0,
the corrosion rate of carbon steel is expected to be quite insensitiveto oxygen concentrationdown to concentrationsas low as 0.1 ppb, far below those
anticipatedduring testing. Based on this analysis,we concludedthat a significant effect on corrosionrate from decreasingoxygen concentrationwith
time was not expected over the planned operation of the NCAW test.
Similar estimates of the effects of carbon dioxide on corrosion in the
system were made. Because of the high concentrationof free hydroxide in the
slurry, CO2 absorptionfrom the air sparge v,ouldnot be sufficientto measurably reduce the concentrationof caustic in the slurry and thereby influence
the corrosion rate. Thus, a significanteffect on corrosionof the NCAW test
coupons was not anticipatedfrom discontinuingthe air sparge.
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4.4

TEST PROCEDURES
This section describes the proceduresfollowedfor both tests, including

preparation of the coupons, conduct of the test, and final cleaning and
examinationof the coupons.
4.4.1 Coupon Preparation
I

The disk-shapedimpingementcoupons and rectangularcontrol coupons were
machined from a heat-treated,archived sample of DST carbon steel to make the
i

test surfaces coplanarwith the original steel plate surface. Before the
tests, all coupons received uniform surface finisheswith 240 grit silicon
carbide sandpaperto remove any corrosion products and provide a known starting point for each coupon. The coupons were then washed, rinsed in acetone,
and dried to remove any residual cont_minantsthat might have been present
from handling the specimens.
Prior to installationin the test system, each specimen was carefully
weighed and measured (see Table 4.2 for weigintsand dimensionalmeasurements).
4.4.2 Test Protocol
For each test, about 40 gallons of slurry simulantwas added to the test
tank. The test specimenswere fixed in position in their holders, and the
apparatuswas submergedin the slurry simulant. The lid was bolted in place.
The pump was started and the slurry passed through the nozzles and impingedon
the corrosion samples. At that time (for the NCAW test), the sample switching
mechanism that moved the samples into and out of the center of the slurry jets
was activated. The slurry tank heater was turned on, and when the temperature
of the slurry reachedwithin IO°F of the setpoint temperaturethe test was
consideredto have started. Initialheating of the tank usually required 4 to
5 hours starting from room temperature,and about I hour after intermediate
i

inspectionswhen the slurries did not cool significantly. While the tests
were running, the temperature,flow rates througheach of the three nozzles,
b

and switching frequency (for the NCAW test) were periodicallymonitored by the
operator. The operator recorded the operatingdata, includingdata associated
with any adjustmentsto the slurry flow rate and the temperature.
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The power to the heaters and the pump was shut off periodicallyso the
samples could be evaluated. The tests were consideredstopped at that time.
When the slurry had cooled sufficientlyto remove the samples (usually less
than I hour), the lid was removed and the cnupons were taken out of the
slurry. The specimenswere removed from their holders, rinsed in tap water,
and examined as described in the next section. Followingthe examination,the
samples were reinstalledin the test apparatus. Water was added to the tank
to make up for evaporativeloss if the slurry level had dropped by more than
about I/2 in. The pH of the slurry was measured every I to 2 weeks throughout
the tests, particularlyif the slurry level had to be adjusted. Caustic was
used to keep the pH at or above 13. The adjustmentswere needed primarily
during the NCRW test because of the faulty pump seal. The tests were
restarted in essentiallythe same sequence used for initial startup.
At the end of the test period, the slurries were drained out of the tank
and the system was rinsed to remove any residual slurry. The flowmetercalibration was checked by pumping water through the system (i.e., the amount of
water pumped in a given time intervalwas compared to that indicatedby the
flowmeter).
4.4.3 Coupon Cleaninq and Examination
For interimevaluations,the coupons were well rinsed in deionized water
and dried

(-i
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cycle
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the impinged coupons was corrected
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We conclude that these film

weight

loss per unit

area

determinations

are

probably as accurate as indicatedby the reproducibilityof the control coupon
film weight determination,-4%.
Both before and after chemical cleaning, the NCAW couponswere examined
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)to show the general conditionof the
corrosion product layer on the coupon surface and how it differed from stagnant conditionsto the slurry impingementconditions,and from low to high
slurry velocityconditions. Energy,dispersivex-ray analyseswere also
employed to examine the substratemetal and the corrosion product layer. The
interim and final results of the NCAW test coupon examinationsare presented
in Section 5.0. Similar extensive SEM examinationsof the NCRW coupons were
not performed for the earlier NCRW test.
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Loss
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of the surface with
fluid
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to predict

Corrosion

responses
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involving

as typical

a flowing

because the

effects of corrosioncan vary so widely. If the corrosionphenomenonfor a
given fluid is strictly "uniform"corrosion,with no localized corrosion,the
weight loss response may look similar to erosion weight loss response,
although neitherthe magnitudeof weight losses nor the time scales involved
would necessarilybe expected to be similar.
5.1.2 Chemical "corrosion"Dominant Processes
If chemical corrosiondominates in these systems,as it probably does
becauseof the low abrasivenessof these slurries (Millernumber of -8 for
NCAW and effectively0 for NCRW) and the relativelylow slurry jet velocities,
then the weight change observed is the sum of the loss of metal by corrosion
and the gain of corrosion film on the surface of the test coupon. Under these
conditionsthe weight changes observed may be positiveor negative,depending
on I) the physical and chemical characterof the corrosionfilm, 2) the proportion of the weight loss due to metal corrosion,and 3) weight gain from
film formation. All of these quantitiescan be expected to change with time.
The result is that the observed weight changes could mimic expected erosion
behavior without erosion being a factor at all. The intermediateweight
change observationsdo not differentiatebetween the various potential combinations of weight gain and weight loss. Therefore,tocalculate corrosion
rates from observed weight changes, one must make assumptionsabout the components that can contributeto the weight changes. One such assumptionwould be
that the weight of the oxide film is not changing when the observed coupon
weight changes become constant from measurementto measurement (i.e., the
weight change is determinant,and thereforethe weight change indicatesthe
corrosion rate).
The amount of corrosionthat bW metal has incurredon a material coupon
is determined from the differencebetween the initialcoupon weight and the
final coupon weight (i.e., the coupon is free of corrosionproducts). During
corrosion the specimen will change weight at a rate according to the equation:
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(5.1)
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where

6W(metal)/6t
6W(meas.)/6t
6W(film)/6t
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FIGURE 5.].

Two Examples of Hypothetical
Weight Change Rate Versus Time
Dependencies for Steel Corrosion Observations.
Note that
a negative weight loss rate is really
a weight gain rate.
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of time.
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and Greene 1978).
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Only actual
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to Equation
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'
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Figure 5.1),
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per unit
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corrosion
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different
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time
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corrosion
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corrosion
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rates

in these tests

when the measured weight
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impingement
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determining
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corrosion
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More tests
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rate
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of slurry

However, a time-averaged
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were designed to compare the
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(i.e.,

the weight
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rate,

time

and measured
of the corrosion

assumption for

but the value is only as reliable
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if

as

the assumption. Another assumptionis that the corrosion film structure is
stable, and it will not begin spallingoff the metal surface. If the film
began spalling periodically,then the time-averagedcorrosion rates determined
by these tests may be closer to the actual long-term rates than is the above
estimate. Also, one is assuming that pitting corrosion is not taking place,
which would not show up as a significantweight change. Subsequentevaluation
of the test coupons did not reveal any pitting.
5.2

INTERIMTEST RESULTS
Periodicallythroughoutthe corrosiontests, interimweight loss measure-

ments were made on each of the rectangularcontrol coupons and the circular
impingementcoupons. Section 4.3 describes the procedure used for taking
interim measurements.
Because there was only one coupon for each condition,the corroded surfaces had to remain intact for the entire test. Cleaning the oxide from the
coupons at each interval to determine accurate weight Insses would have invalidated the resultsby reintroducingthe coupons into the hot corrosive slurry
without the protectionof the passivatingoxide films. Since the interimmeasurementsdid not involveremoval of the oxide surface layers, the weight loss
responses are not an exact indicationof the amount of specimen corrosion.
However the measurementsadequatelyreflect the trend in weight change so we
can infer the shape of the weight loss curve, and thereby estimate if and when
the results appear to reach an equilibrium condition. After an initial period
of high weight loss rates from the impingementcoupons, weight losses from the
samples appeared to level off at lower values, indicatingthe system had
reached an apparent equilibriumstate that would be more useful for predicting
responsesto long-termexposures to corrosion conditions. Other inferences
from the shape of the curves must be made cautiouslyfor reasons discussed in
Section 5.1.
The weight losses from the control coupons measured at each intervalwere
also used as a means of evaluatingthe weight losses from the impingementcoupons by separatingthe weight losses resulting from quiescent corrosiononly
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from weight losses resulting

from corrosion

This process is illustrated

later.

Interim

of' the faces exposed to the jets.
weight

measurements for

the test

coupons are given in the Appendix.
5.2.1

Control

Coupons

Table 5.1 lists
•

the weight

at each of the interim

changes per unit

inspections.

cleaning

weight

loss results

the pre-cleaning

weight

mens to distinguish
weight

loss (see Section

Initial
rosion

negative

product

at a faster

layer

rate

I

HC2
HC3
Avg.

0.000
(.00)
0.006
(.01)
0.002
(.00)
0.003

corrosion

weight

tank.

7
0.020
(.02)
0.020
(.01)
0.051
(.05)
0.030

r(plicate

Averages of the pre-

for

the impingement speci-

loss from impingement corrosion

5,,2.2).

weight

loss values for

the NCAWcoupons mean that

formed and accumulated on the initially
film

0.165
(.07)
0.165
(.08)
0.154
(.I0)
0.161

0,109
(-.06)
0.135
(-.03)
0.088
(-.06)
0.111

a cor-

clean specimens

was removed by the solution.
of Time for the NCRW

Cun_Jlative Weight Loss Per Unit Area, mg/cm 2(a)(b)
Inspection Interval (days from start of test_
14
27
40
55
68
81
0.104
(.08)
0.089
(.07)
0.098
(.05)
0.097

three

coupons

coupons were used to adjust

Cumulative Weight Loss as a Function
and NCAWControl Coupons

NCRW
HCI

loss measurements recorded

than the metal and/or

TABLE 5.1.

in the test

for the three control

baseline

the control

These coupons represent

coupons exposed to the same conditions
o

area for

-0.219
(-.11)
-0.085
(-.05)
-0.138
(-.05)
-0.148

-0,217
(.00)
-0.095
(-.01)
-0.127
(.01)
-0.146

94

-0.272
(-.05)
-0.201
(-.I0)
-0.185
(-.06)
-0.219

-0,276
-.01)
-0.215
(-.01)
-0.203
(-.01)
-0.231

150

Finat

107
-0.328
(-.05)
-0.222
(-.01)
-0.224
(-.02)
-0.258

Final (c)
1.650
1.751
1.712
1.704

NCAW
7
H7

H8

'

H9

Avg.

16

30
0,089

42

-0.050

0.004

0.199

(-.05)

(,05)

(.09)

(.11)

-0,045

-0,006

0.078

0.176

(-,05)

(.04)

(,07)

(.10)

-0.037

0.014

0.081

0.166

(-.04)

(.05)

(.07)

(.09)

-0.044

0.004

0.083

0.180

51
0.317

92

122

0.633

0.917

1 20

(.12)

(.31)

(.29)

(28)

0.302

0.638

0.934

I 19

(.12)

(.34)

(.29>

( 26)

0.257

0.627

0,868

I 10

(.09)

(.37)

(.24)

( 23)

0.292

0.633

0.906

I 16

2.58

2.52

2.37

2.49

f

(a)
(b)
(c)

Negative weight Loss values _weight gain) indicate accumulation of a corrosion product layer.
VaLues in parentheses (mg/cm) indicate the measured change during the time between measurements.
The final weight loss was determined after removal of the oxide film by chemical cleaning (see
Section 4.4.3).
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in Section
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i
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that was formed by grinding
procedure.
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Impingement Coupons

surface
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the total
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loss specific
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rate
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In the test

very

coupons at a low magnifi-

had occurred

corrosion

of

when the coupons were

Weight loss from the impingement coupons involves
impingement corrosion

marks are still

no evidence of pitting

of the NCRWcontrol

corrosion

reproduce the original

This also indicates that the
and the simulated NCAW

This was again confirmed

Observation

show a thin

the specimens as part

finish

sharp, indicating
little
erosion of the surface.
corrosion mechanism involved between carbon steel
slurry

microscope,

to the control

of the front
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faces are determined

of the impinged front

area using the baseline

coupons.

corrosion

by

face area to
rate

derived

FIGURE5.2.
•

Typical Areas of the Surfaces of Two NCAWControl Specimens
Before Oxide Removal (250X).
Marks visible
from initial
sample preparation show only slight uniform corrosion.
Exposed 150 days in simulated NCAWat ~217°F.
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from the rectangularcoupons. Figure 5.3 illustratesthis method of determining the impingementcorrosion weight loss.
Table 5.2 shows the tabulated results of the adjustedweight loss calculations before and after removal of the oxide surface films, adjusted as
described above for the impingementcoupons at each of the inspectionintervals. This informationwas also used during the test to determine if the
weight loss rates had reached steady-state. For the NCAW test coupons, the
initialweight loss rates were erratic and low, rose to a maximum, and were
m

then followedby long-termweight losses at lower rates (see Figure 6.3).
For the NCRW test coupons, the initialweight loss rates were scattered and
changed erraticallywith time. The NCRW weight loss rates approachedsimilar values in time, but were still erratic near the end of the test (see
Figure 6.3).
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TABLE 5.2. Comparisonof Adjusted CumulativeWeight Loss as a Function of
Time for the NCRW and NCAW ImpingementCoupons

Q

NCRW...
CoUpon(OJ . 1
Hl
0.417
(,42)
H2
0,083
(°08)
H3

.

CumulativeAdjusted Weight Loss per Unit Area, mg/cm2(a)
Inspection Interval(days from start of test)
7....Z.._ 14
27
40
55
68
81
94
1.954
3.491
9.835 13.11
15,84 16.69
18.99 21.27
(1,53)
(1,54)
(5,35)
(3,27)
(2,73)
(0,85)
(2,30)
(2,28)
0,996
1,769
4,168
7,070
9,947
11,63
13,81
15,27
(,92)
(,77)
(2,60)
(2,90)
(2,88)
(1,68)
(2,18)
(1,46)

0.056
(,06)

0.195
(,14)

0.333
(,14)

0.829
(,50)

1.415
(.59)

3.136
(1,72)

3.705
(,57)

5.214
(1,50)

7.621
(2,41)

7
0,19
(,19)
0,22
(,22)

16
1,11
(,93)
1,08
(,87)

30
2,35
(1,23)
2,38
(1,29)

42
3,85
(1,50)
3,39
(1,01)

51
5.12
(1,27)
3,65
(,26)

92
7,36
(2,24)
4,13
(,48)

122
9,14
(1,78)
4,68
(,55)

150
10,40
(1,26)
4,96
(,26)

Final (c)
17,80

H3

0,40
(.04)

1,64
3,01
(1.25) (1.36)

4.48
5,75
(1.47) (1.27)

7,82
10,40
(2.07) (2.58)

12,00
20,01
(1.60)

H4

0.29
(.29)

1.11
(.84)

3.08
4.05
(1.22) (.97)

6.79
7.62
(2.74) (.83)

8.20
(.58)

H5

0.33
(.33)

1.81
4.07
(1.48) (2.26)

4.07
5.39
(1.32) (1.45)

6.84
11.40
(4.21) (3.36)

15.10 23.16
(1.66)

H6

-0,69(e) 0.90
2.98
(-.69) (1.59) (2.08)

5.14
6.70
(2.16) (1.56)

12.90 16.80
(6.20) (3.90)

20.30 33.14
(4.50)

NCAW •
Coupon(d)
H1
H2

1.86
(.75)

107
23.78
(2,51)
16,69
(1,42)

Ffnal (c)
23.14

9.030
(1,41)

8.971

16,29

9,70

14.19

(a) Values in parenliheses
(mg/cm2) indicatethe measuredweight change during the time between
measurements.
(b) Velocity (ft/s): Hl = 54.5; H2 = 14.4; H3 = 3.6.
(c) Final weight losses similar to Table 5.1 values, except these includethe adjustmentfor removalof
equivalentweight from nonimpingementsurfaces.
(d) Velocity (ft/s): Hl = 4; H2 = 4; H3 = 8; H4 = 8; H5 = 15; H6 = 15. ImpingementTime (min/5-min
cycle): Hl = 4.5; H2 = 0.5; H3 = 4.5; H4 = 0.5; H5 = 4.5; H6 = 0.5.
(e) Negativeweight loss values (weight gain) indicateaccumulationof a corrosionproduct layer.

Photomicrographsof the surfacesof the NCAW impingementcoupons were
taken after the test was completed but before the oxide layers were removed.
The SEM examinationprovided informationabout the surface conditionsafter
exposure to the test conditions. The photomicrographsprovided informationon
the texture and structuralintegrityof the corrosionfilm and how these properties were affectedby changes toJthe test parameters. Figures 5.4, 5.5, and
e

5.6 show ]O00X, IO00X, and 500X magnificationviews, respectively,of representativeareas on the surfaces of 'theimpingementcoupons exposedto the low"

velocity, mid-velocity,and high-velocityjets. The surfaces shown in these
photomicrographsare of the oxide layer on the coupons before final cleaning.
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FIGURE 5.4. NCAW ImpingementCoupons Exposed to Low-VelocityJets
(4 ft/s) Before Oxide Removal (IO00X). Top photo is
of coupon H2 (0.5 min/cycle)and bottom photo is of
coupon Hl (4.5 min/cycle).

5.12

•

FIGURE 5.5. NCAW ImpingementCoupons Exposed to Medium-VelocityJets
(8 ft/s) Before Oxide Removal (IO00X). Top photo is of
coupon H4 (0.5 min/cycle)and bottom photo is of
coupo.pH3 (4.5 min/cycle).
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i

FIGURE5.6.

NCAWImpingement Coupons Exposed to High-Velocity
Jets
(15 ft/s)
Before Oxide Removal (50OX). Top photo is
of coupon H6 (0.5 min/cycle)and
bottom photo is of
coupon H5 (4.5 min/cycle).
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Figure 5.4 shows the impingement surfaces
low-velocity

slurry

jet

(4 ft/s)

coupon H2 (0.5 min/cycle)
cycle).
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.

in surface

Finish
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of the surface.
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jet.

Again,

mens in contrast

finish

the cracking
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exposed to the high-velocity
these photomicrographs
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on

coupon oxide
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the amount of surface
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slightly

of the mid-velocity

in the oxide layers

on the speci-
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before the surface
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Finish
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In

more smoothing of the oxide,
marks from both specimens.
velocity.

wear corresponds

Under the high-

to increased

impingement

appears to be more worn than coupon H6

the cracks

in the oxide.

H6, which had the lower exposure time (0.5 min/cycle)
appears to show larger

indicating

less dis-

of the NCAWtest

Coupon H5 (4.5 min/cycle)
notice

slightly

The

coupon surfaces.

of the original

Again,

mid-

oxide was removed.

jets,

one can see significantly

but traces

(0.5 min/cycle).

of the NCAWtest

marks, although

is evident

This smoothing is an apparent function
time.

One feature

and removal under the action

Figure 5.6 shows the surfaces

cycle

are clearly

areas of the surfaces

show the original

oxide dissolution

jet

preparation

impingement coupons before the surface

higher

velocity

tu

5.5 and 5.6 is the appearance of cracks

than the coupons from the low-velocity

removing all

is observed related

5.2).

specimens still
tinctly

The top photo is of

condition

marks from initial

these specimens and those in Figures
in the oxide film.

the NCAWtest.

and the bottom photo is of coupon Hl (4.5 min/

No apparent difference

increased
,

during

of the coupons exposed to the

The view of coupon

but higher weight

in the surface oxide in comparison with

of the oxide could partially

account for

loss,

the

higher

weight losses and higher corrosion rates because of the newly exposed or less
rotected metal surface at the bottom of the cracks.
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The following summarizesour observationsfrom the SEM examinationof
impingementcoupon surfaces before the oxide was removed:
•

The original surface texture is more evident at the lower jet velocities, similar to the control coupon surfaces, There is little, if
any, differencein appearanceas a function of impingementcycle
time.

•

Increasingjet velocity from low- to mid-velocityshows less of the
original surface texture,which is consistentwith higher weight
loss measurements. The mid-velocitycoupons still do not show
clear differences in surface appearanceas a function of impingement cycle time,

•

With the high-velocityjet coupons more deteriorationof the surface texture is evident. A difference in surfacecondition as a
function of impingementcycle time is apparent with the longer
impingementtime, resulting in a more worn surface appearance.
Similar SEM characterizationsof the surfacesof the NCRW test coupons

were not performed.
5.3 FINAL TEST RESULTS
Final weight losses were measured after removing the oxide surface layers that accumulatedon the sample surfaces as a result of corrosionduring
the test, and time-averagedbase metal corrosiorlrates were subsequentlycalculated. The oxides were removed by an inhibitedacid cleaning solution (see
Section 4.4.3). Since only one measurement per specimen could be made to
determine the complete base metal weight loss, this measurementwas made only
after the intermediateweight loss rates appeared to be approachinga dynamic
equilibriumvalue.
Intermediateweight loss measurementsmade periodicallyup to 150 days
of exposure indicatedthat this apparent dynamic equilibriumcondition had
been approachedin the NCAW test. However, it apparentlywas not reached in
the NCRW test. The following sections discuss the results of those final
weight measurementsmade after removal of the oxide films from both the control and the impingementcoupons. Actual weight measurementsof the coupons
are given in the Appendix.
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5,3,1

Control

Coqpons

Table 5.3 lists
the control

the final

weight lo_ses of base metal per unit

coupons following

150 days exposure to the simulated

and 107 days exposure to the simulated
losses

after

final

inspection

the amount of oxide film
corrosion
,

rates

for

NCRWslurry.

area for

NCAWslurry

The preliminary

weight

of the same coupons are also given to indicate

adhering

the control

to the coupon surfaces,

Calculated

final

coupons are also listed.

The data for the replicate samplesshow good agreementin weight losses.
The NCAW control coupons had an averageweight loss of-2.5 mg/cm_, corresponding to a base metal loss in thicknessof -0.1 mil during the 150-daytest.
The NCRW control coupons averaged 1.7 mg/cm2 over the 107-daytest. The
average weight losses per unit area were then used for final calculationsof
corrosionrates for the control coupons and the impingementcoupons for the
respectivetests. Calculatedcorrosionrates for the control coupons are useful for comparisonwith corrosiDn rates measured in other similartests of
TABLE 5.3. Summary of Data for Control Coupons from NCRW and NCAW Tests

coupon

Surface
_rea, cm2

Preliminary
(a)
Weight
_Loss, mq/cm2_

Final(b)
Weight o
Loss, mg/cm_

Calculated(c)
Corrosion
Rate, mi!/yr....

NCRW
HCl
HC2
HC3
Average

49.69
50.36
5I.30
50.45

-0.33(d)
-0.22
-0.22
-0.26

I.65
1.75
I.7_____!
I.70

0.28
0.30
O.2____99
0.29

2.58
2,52
2.37
2.49

0.31
0.31
0.2_____99
0.30

_ECAW

.

.

H7
H8
H9
Average

51.68
51.58
51.83
51.70

1.20
1.19
I.10
1.16

(a) Preliminaryweight losses = startingweights - 150-day interim
weights (oxide remaining).
(b) Final weight losses = starting weights - final cleanedweights
(oxide removed).
(c) Corrosion rate based on final weight losses.
(d) Negative weight loss values (weightgain) indicatesaccumulation
of a corrosionproduct layer.
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carbon steel in simulatedwaste slurries. For example, in a PNL study of carbon steel corrosionin various types of simulatedHanford-typewastes, corrosion rates of <0.5 mil/yr and generally<0,2 mil/yr were observed under
similar conditions(Divineet al. 19B5). This agreementprovides support for
the results obtained from the corrosiontest.
Figure 5.7 shows a photomicrographof a typical surface area from one of
the NCAW controlcoupons after the coupon had been through the cleaning process. Small patchesof residual oxide film (darkerpatches in the photo with
light edges) still adhere to the surfaceof the coupon. The original finish
marks are still clearlyvisible on the surfaceof the carbon steel. No other
surface damage resultingfrom exposure to the caustic slurry was apparent,
indicatingthat uniformcorrosion (as opposedto erosion) is the predominant
corrosionmechanismfor weight loss from the control coupons.
5,3.2

Impingement Coupons
Table 5,4 lists

adjusted

time-averaged

the final
corrosion

adjusted
rates

weight

losses of base metal and the

for the impingement coupons after

o

FIGURE 5.7. Typical Surface Area of NCAW Control Coupon Followingthe
Cleaning Process (20OX). Photo is of coupon H7 after
150 days exposure to simulated NCAWat -217°F (I03°C),
Residual patches of oxide film can be seen on the coupon.
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TABLE 5.4, Fina'iAdjusted Weight Losses and Time-AveragedCorrosion
Rates for the ImpingementCoupons

COUPoFf(a)

Adjusted Weight.
....Loss/Area, Ing/cre'
Before Film
....
Removal
Final

Ad.iustedCorrosion
.....
Rate, mil/yr
Time
F_nal(b)
Averaqed(°)

....

NCRW
'

Hl
H2
H3

19.9
12,8
5.1

23,1
16.3
9.0

3,40
2.19
0.87

3.95
2.79
1.54

10.3
5.0
12.0

17.8
9.7
20.0

1,26
0.61
1.46

2.17
1.18
2.44

14.2

I.O0

I.73

23.2
33.1

1.84
2.47

2.83
4.04

J

NCAW
Hl
H2
H3

H4

B.2

H5
H6

15.1
20.3

(a) Velocity (ft/s): Hl : 54.5; H2 : 14.4; H3 : 3.6.
(b) Based on weight change over last intermediateinterval.
c)
d)

Velocity
Based
on weight
(ft/s):change
Hl : 4;
after
H2 :
cleaning
4; H3 :to
8;remove
H4 = 8;
oxide
H5 : film.
15;
H6 = 15. ImpingementTime (min/5-mincycle): Hl = 4.5;
H2 : 0.5; H3 : 4.5; H4 : 0.5; H5 = 4.5; H6 = 0.5.

exposure to simulatedNCAW slurry at -217°F (I03°C)for 150 days, and to
simulatedNCRW slurry at -180°F (82°C)for 107 days. These adjustments
include compensationfor the specimen surface areas that were not impacted by
the slurry jets. The correspondingweight losses before oxide film removal
and the corrosionrates based on the final interimweight changes are shown
for comparison. The maximum calculatedloss in base metal thickness for the
150-day NCAW test was -1.6 mil for coupon H6 (high jet velocity/shortexposure
time).
The comparableNCRW metal loss would be 0.8 railfor coupon H2
(14.4 ft/s) in 107 days, or about 1.2 mil in 150 days assuming a constant
rate. This metal loss is observed over an area that is four times as large as
that for the NCAW test coupon, an area where the flow characteristicsinclude
those oF both the impingementregion and the radial wall jet region. The
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difference
is discussed

in flow characteristics
further

in Section

over the test
6,1,

coupons between the two tests

and weakens any conclusions

comparisonbetween the NCRW and NCAW test results.

'
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drawn from a

6.0

DISCUSSIONOF RESULTSFROMIMPINGEMENT
CORROSION
TESTS

This section compares the results of the two impingementtests, and
discusses the conclusionsand recommendationsfor improvingthe tests.
6.1

SIMILARITIESAND CONTRASTSBETWEEN NCAW AND I,WCRW
TESTS

The results of the NCAW and NCRW tests must be compared in the context of
the similaritiesand differencesbetween the tests. Table 6.1 summarizesthe
P

TABLE 6.1. Comparisonof NCRW and NCAW CorrosionTest Parameters
Test Parameter

NCRW

NCAW

Coupon"
Shape
Size
Material

disk
3/8- x 1-I/2-in.dia
A-537 carbon steel

disk
3/8- x 3/4-in. dia
A-537 carbon steel

Temperature"

179-182°F

214-216°F

Slurry Jet"
Distance to
coupon
Velocities

1.5 in.
3.6, !4.4, 54.5 ft/s

5 in.
4, 8, 15 ft/s

Slurry Chemistry (supernate)'
pH
OHNO__

.

F-, CI-, SO4-Test Duration"

>13
0.76 M
0.48 M
0.12 M
0.73 M
107 days

>13
1.1 M
2.4 M
-0.25 M
150 days

interim Weighing
Periods"

7 to 14 days

7 to 41 days

Interim
Rinse
Dry

Coupon Treatment'
deionized water
125% for 60 min and
cool in desiccator

Control

CoupQns•

Material
Shape
Flow conditions

A-537
rectangul ar
stagnant

deionized water
110% for 30 min and
cool in desiccator
A-537
rectangular
stagnant
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parametersfor both tests. The similaritiesbetween the tests include the
carbon steel alloy, two of the three slurry jet impingementvelocities (3.6
4 ft/s and 14.4 _ 15 ft/s), slurry chemistry (OH and NO3- araionsmajor),
slurry pH (-13), and handling proceduresfor mid- and post-testcontrol and
impingementcoupons. The differences include size of the carbon steel disk
and distance from the slurry jet nozzle, and thereforedifferencesin the
slurry flow characteristicsover the surface of the coupons; the test temperature (180°Ffor the NCRW test and 215°Ffor the NCAW test); the test duration
(107 days for the NCRW test and 150 days for the NCAW test); and the presence
of nitrite, fluoride, and chloride in the NCRW slurry, compoundsthat either
we,
re not present or were at much differentconcentrationsin the NCAW slurry.
The differencein characteristicsof flow over the surface of the NCRW
coupons versus flow over the NCAW coupons may be very important. The "free
jet" model does not precisely fit the geometry establishedfor the NCRW test,
and fits in only a limited sense for the NCAW test. In the NCRW test, the
J

coupon that was situated 1.5 in. from the jet nozzle presented a significant
boundary conditionnot considered in the "free jet" model. The coupon redirected the slurrj flow from a normal (perpendicular)axial flow into a radial
pattern at the coupon surface. The flow was essentiallystagnant at the
centerlineof the jet. Therefore, the radial componentof velocity of the
redirectedflow would first increase then decrease with radial distance from
the centerline. Because of their smaller diameter (0.75 in.) and greater
distance from the jet nozzle (5 in.), the NCAW coupons subtendeda much
smaller solid angle than did the larger and more closely positionedNCRW
coupons. Because of the distance from the nozzles to the coupons and the
smaller coupon diameter, the overall flow patterns of the slurry jet in the
NCAW test were probably closer to that of a free jet. However, the slurry
flow pattern over the surface of the NCAW coupons still should have been
similar to that for the NCRW coupons, except that the radial velocity distribution across the NCAW coupons would be similarto that for a small central
region on the NCRW coupons. The point is that NCRW coupons probably directly
compare with the NCAW coupons over only a very small area, and until the
actual slurry velocity profiles are known with some certainty,more accurate
comparisonsbetween the two tests cannot be made.

6.2 ¸

An evaluation
the jet

of the coupcn positioned

(the off-jet

position)

the flow characteristics
that
fluid

similar

shown schematically
.

in the NCAWtest

revealed

between the two tests.

the coupon in the off-jet
flow,

out of the direct

position

to the environment
in Figure 6.1,

impingement of

another

Originally,

was essentially

it was thought

coupons.

jet

in

not exposed to any

of the control

the diverging

difference

spills

However, as

over the edge of

the direct impingementcoupon and flows in a turbulent,oblique current over
the coupon in the off-jet position. Hence, the NCAW test was not an "on-off"
test, but was instead a comparisonof the effects of two kinds of flows,
direct impingementand an uncharacterizedoblique flow. Therefore, it is
believed that the NCAW couponswere exposed to a flow condition that did not
occur in the NCRW test, and in either case flows impingingon the test coupons
have not been representativeof all the slurry flow patterns that will occur
across the tank walls during retrieval operations.
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In addition,differences in test temperature,slurry composition,and
slurry impingementvelocity distributionmake a direct comparisonbetween the
two tests uncertain. Test temperaturelikely had some effect on the corrosion
rate in both slurry systems, while the differencesin slurry compositionmay
have little or no effect. The distributionin slurry impingementvelocity
across the coupon could make a differencein the actual corrosionrate across
the surface of the NCRW test coupons. However, we surmise from the results of
the NCAW tests (see further discussionbelow) that while vertical velocity in
the impingementregion affected corrosion rate, redirectedflow in the off-jet
position apparentlycaused increasedcorrosion compared to stagnant conditions. Further efforts to measure changes in thicknessof the NCRW coupons
before and after the NCRW test found the relative change in thickness to be
less than I mil, suggestingthat any differences in corrosionrate between the
edge and center of the NCRW coupons were less than about 3 mil/yr (i.e., differences in the corrosion rate from center to edge were less than a factor
of -2).
6.2 SIMILARITIESAND CONTRASTS BETWEEN NCRW AND NCAW TEST RESULTS
Table 6.2 lists some of the importantresults from thetwo tests. The
first column lists the amount of corrosionfilm removed from each test coupon
after the tests were terminated. Note that the NCAW impingementcoupons
showed a considerablythicker buildup of film than did the NCRW coupons. The
control coupons showed the opposite condition (the NCRW controls showed a 50%
thicker film than did the NCAW controls). Column 2 indicatesthe amount of
metal that was lost per square centimeterfrom each coupon. From that the
total amount of film formed, assuming magnetitewas the final film phase, can
be calculated (see column 4).

In every case, with the exceptionof the NCRW

control coupons, considerablymore film-formingcomponentshave gone into
solution (column4) than have remained on the coupons as film (column i).
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the relationshipsbetween the velocity of the
slurry jet, the time-averagedcorrosion rates, the adhering oxide film mass,
and the mass of corrosion products removed in solutionduring the course of
the experiment. These correlationswere made to emphasize similaritiesand
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TABLE 6.2. Summary of Results from NCRW and NCAW CorrosionTests

Coupon
NCRW

,

I

2

3

Test Result(a)
4
5

6
54.5
14.4
3.6

_

7

H1
H2
H3

3.28
3.52
3.87

23.14
16.28
8.97

31.93
22.47
12.38

28.65
18.95
8.51

3.95
2.78
1.53

100
100
100

HCI
HC2
HC3

1.98
1.97
1.93

1.65
1.75
1.71

2.28
2.42
2.36

0.30
0.45
0.43

0.28
0.30
0.29

0
0
0

----

7.59
4.73
7.90
6,00
8,08
12.84
1.38
1.33
1.27

17.72
9.70
19.92
14.19
23.16
33.14
2.58
2.52
2.37

24.45
13.39
27.49
19.58
31.96
45.73
3.57
3.48
3.27

16.86
8.66
19.59
13.58
23.88
32.89
2.19
2.15
2.00

2.18
1.18
2.44
1.73
2.82
4.04
0.31
0.31
0.29

4
4
8
8
15
15
0
0
0

90
10
90
10
90
10
----

NCAW
Hl
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9

(a) Column
i
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Weight of corrosionfilm at end of test (mg/cm2)'
Weight of metal removed by corrosion (mg_cm
_)
Weight of total corrosion product (mg/cm
_) = Fe304
(wt. Fe x 1.38)
Weight of corrosion productdissolved during test
(mg/cm=)
Time-averaged corrosion rate (mil/yr)
Slurry jet impingement velocity
(ft/s)
Percent of time in slurry jet out of a 5-min cycle

differencesbetween the various test results and to suggest relationshipsnot
already recognized. The pre-cleaningvalues (see Table 5.4) were found to be
well correlatedto the post-cleaningcorrosionvalues, so both sets of corrosion rates show the same relationshipto velocity and other data. Therefore
only one set needs to be analyzed this way.
Figure 6.2 plots the time-averagedcorrosionrates (rates based on total
weight loss of metal as determinedat the end of the test} versus the free jet
velocity calculatedfor the impingementsurface (see Section 3.3). The curves
i
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results appear to be distinctlydifferenton this plot. Here, the NCAW
coupons that spent most of the time out of the direct flow from the slurry
jets show a linearly increasingoxide film thicknesswith increasingcorrosion
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rate. This indicatesthat the film thicknesscould not be the ratedeterminingfactor for these coupons; rather, the film forms at a rate that is
proportionalto the corrosion reaction, lt is interestingto note that the
control coupons lie on the same trend, suggestingthat most of the film must
be quite porous to the corrodingspecies for such lack of control. The NCRW
coupons show almost the opposite correlation. Here, the thickest film is on
the slowest corrodingcoupon, but the variation in thicknessmay not be
significant. The 90% direct impingementNCAW coupon seems to form a third
independent trend
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XNTERPRETATIONOF INTERIMWEIGHT CHABGE OBSERVATIONS
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 provide another comparisonof the results of these

two tests. In these figures the corrosion rates plotted are based on the net
weight change observed between interimweighings. As already discussed in
Section 5.1.2, the net weight change is the sum of the weight of the metal
lost from the coupon's surface and the change in weight of the corrosion film
adhering to the surface. While the metal lost due to corrosion is always negative, the change in weight of the corrosion film can be either positive or
w

negative. Hence, the measured weight change is an indeterminatenumber that
can be assumed equal to the metal actually lost 'fromcorrosion,if there is
reason to believe that the corrosionfilm on the coupon surface is unchanging
or changing slowly in mass per unit area compared to the actual corrosion
rate.
The measured weight loss rates computed for the control coupons and
plotted in Figure 6.4 indicate for the NCAW controls that the corrosionfilm
may have stabilizedas corrosion progressed,as indicatedby the fact that the
corrosion rate based on observed weight change becomes constant and is positive. In this case the coupon is losing mass. The loss of mass can be attributed to the loss of metal without a concurrentincrease in the corrosionfilm
mass (the corrosion productsgo directly into solution). However, as long as
the calculatedcorrosionrate is negative (as is observed for the NCRW control
coupons),the corrosionfilm has to be growing in mass per unit area since the
loss of metal to corrosionwill cause only a weight loss, while increasingthe
amount of corrosion film adhering to the coupon will cause a weight gain
(i.e., Wt(Fe304)=1.38 X Wt(Fe)). Hence, in the case of the NCRW test, the
thickness of the oxide film on the control coupons increasedthroughoutthe
test, but the film on the NCAW control coupons may have stopped growing at a
significantrate toward the end of the test.
lt appears from Figures 6.4 and 6.5 tllat,based on weight loss rate, the
•

behavior of the impingementcoupons and control coupons reached a similar
steady-stateconditionby the end of the test. The rates for NCAW tests can
be generally characterizedas rising to a maximum in the first 50 days and
then falling over the next 100 days to lower, more constant rates. Note,
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however, that the rates calculatedfor these impingementcoupons are still
changing toward lower values, particularlyfor coupons Hl, H3, and HB, so the
coupons do not yet appear to be at equilibriumin contrast to the control coupons. By comparison,the NCRW impingementcoupons appear to be in a dynamic
nonequilibriumstate. The calculatedvalues vary almost randomly,and while
the measured weight loss rate for the coupon in the highest velocity slurry
jet (couponHl) appears to be falling on the average, the measured weight loss
rate for the coupon in the lowest velocityjet (couponH3) appears to be
increasingwith time. This is consistentwith the behavior shown by the NCRW
control coupons, in that they too were still in transitionafter 107 days.
Another consistencyin rates for the NCAW and NCRW tests is shown by the
relationshipbetween the time-averagedcorrosionrate (see Table 6.2) and the
measured weight loss rate. For the NCAW test, the time-averagedrate is generally greater than or equal to the greatestmeasured weight loss rate. This
is what one would expect when a thick corrosionfilm forms during the test so
that the weight loss of metal is partiallycompensatedby film buildup. A
relativelythick film developed on the NCAW test coupons. In the NCRW case,
the time-averagedvalue (see Table 6.2) is always less than the greatest measured weight loss rates observed in every case. This impliesthat, on the
average, the corrosion film was a smaller componentof the system,which is
again consistentwith the relativelythin film on the NCRW test coupons. The
thickness of the corrosion film may have changed considerablyduring the
course of the test, thus explainingthe apparent increasingcorrosionrate on
the NCRW test coupon (coupon H3).
The test data as shown in Figure 6.5 suggest the followingconclusions.
The NCRW results are best representedas the time-averagedcorrosionrates
given in Table 6.2, because the rates did not appear to have reached a stable
condition by the end of the test. Therefore,the more conservativevalue for
velocity-acceleratedcorrosion rate is recommended. The NCAW test results
show that the rates are more well behaved, although apparentlyare still
approachinga steady-statecondition (i.e., the observedweight changes are
still decreasingwith time), lt is probably accurate to state that the timeaveraged corrosion rates given in Table 6.2 for the NCAW coupons overestimate
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the actual corrosion rate occurringat the end of the test, Caution is
advised in saying how much the time-averagedvalues overestimatethe true
corrosion rate, Weight changes in the relativelythick corrosionfilm considerably alter the meaning of the measured weight loss rate, but that effect
would not be detected by the measurementsmade during the tests.
Another observationis that the corrosionrates for the NCRW slurry

0

appear to be higher than those for the NCAW slurry. This observationis based
I

on the conclusionthat the time-averagedrate for the NCRW appears to be the
best estimate of the actual corrosion rate, while the best estimate for the
NCAW rates were based on the measured weight loss rates determinedat the end
of the NCAW test, Combiningthis observatiotl
with the fact that the NCRW test
was run at a lower temperaturethan the NCAW test supports the conclusionthat
the simulated NCRW slurry was more corrosivethan the simulatedNCAW slurry
under equivalentconditions,
6,4 CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONSFOR FUTURE TESTS
The followingconclusionscan be drawn from the NCAW/NCRWtest results:

'

•

•

Based on variabilityin the data, corrosionrates for A-537 carbon
steel under the NCRW test conditionsare best estimated using the
time-averagedvalues presented in Table 6.2.

•

Corrosion rates for A-537 carbon steel under the NCAW test conditions are probably lower than the time-averagedvalues presented in
Table 6.2. The corrosion rates based on net weight change (see
Figure 6.3) may be a good estimate (2.5 mil/yr) of the actual value
for the highest rate in the NCAW slurry (see Table 5.4). These
values needs to be confirmed by a test designed for this purpose.

•

The A-537 carbon steel behaveddifferently in the two slurries
based on film thicknesses. Slurry compositionmay have been the
factor.

•

Bulk flow of the slurry past the coupons in the "off-jet"positions
appears to have acceleratedcorrosionduring the NCAW test. The
actual flow pattern is not known but is probably due to turbulent
flow generated by the slurry jet as it is redirectedby the
impingementcoupon alignedwith the jet (see Figure 6.1).
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•

The
the
(-3
the

difference
in flow pattern and velocities
across the surface of
NCRWtest coupons did not produce a measurable difference
mil/yr)
in corrosion rate between the center and the edge of
coupons.

The following

recommendations are made for

future

work and test

design:

•

Future tests should be designed so that multiple
samples are tested
under identical
conditions.
This approach will allow actual corrosion rates to be determined and data reproducibility
to be
measured.

•

Future tests should eliminate
interim measur=.ments in which the
inspected coupons are returned to the test slurry.
Such activity
creates some uncertainty
about the results because the coupons are
handled during the procedure, and the potential
for mechanically
stressing
the corrosion film when it is exposed to another environment (i.e.,
deionized water), allowed to dry, and then rewetted is
unknown.

•

A matrix of scoping tests should be developed in parallel
with the
main testing
program to specifically
investigate
the effects of
slurry composition on corrosion rate.
Ideally,
the whole composi.tional grid could be run in parallel.
The compositional
grid would
cover variations
in OH, NO2, NO3, and potential
iron complexing
agents.

•

Tests should be designed so that the test coupons are always in a
well-defined
environment with respect to slurry motion,
The slurry
motion should be hydrodynamically
scaled to closely match the magnitude and types of motion expected in the double-shell
tanks.
This
scaling will be done in the test tank by placing a rotating
jet at
the center of the tank and using a test coupon holder scaled to act
as a section of the DST tank wall as a source for impingement by
the mixer pump jets.
This test configuration
can be scaled to produce test conditions that match the impingement angles, impingement
velocities
(and wall shear), and cycle times characteristic
of
planned DST operations.
One or more jet velocities,
scaled to that
anticipated
in the DSTs, would be tested.

•

Test specimens should be preconditioned
for
of such preconditioning
would be to produce
closely reproduces that on the inner surface
ditioning
would include the following
three

,

coupon a standard

any test.
The object
a specimen surface that
of the tank.
Preconsteps:

-

Give each test

-

Heat treat the test coupons in the same way that the tank was
heated, thus producing an oxide film similar to that produced in
the tank.
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surface

finish.

_

-

Precondition %he test coupons in a generic tank supernatant
solution
at the same temperature to be used in the test,
The
treatment should be long enough so that the initial
transient
corrosion rates associatedwith
bare metal coupons are eliminated or significantly
reduced.
Several coupons should be
characterized
to provide a well-defined,
initial-state
baseline for comparison to test results.
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APPENDIXA

COUPON
DIMENSIONSANDWEIGHTMEASUREMENTS

i

APPENDIX A

COUPON DIMENSIONSAND WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS

.
•

TABLE A.I. Coupon Weights Measured at Each InspectionPeriod for
the NCRW CorrosionTest
Days
from Start

ImpingementCoupons
Hl
H2
H3

HCI

Control Coupons
HC2
HC3

0
0.77
6.77
13.77
26.70
39.63
55.30
68.30
81.30
93.90
106.90

84.5439
84.5391
84.5210
84.5020
84.4284
84.3923
84.3672
84.3575
84.3330
84.3073
84.2794

84.6541
84.6441
84.6331
84.6228
84.5941
84.5623
84.5355
84.5164
84.4933
84.4769
84.4614

84.7920
84.7913
84.7891
84.7860
84.7789
84.7734
84.7597
84.7532
84.7377
84.7106
84.6952

117.3469
117.3469
117.3459
117.3417
117.3387
117.3415
117.3578
117.3577
117.3604
117.3606
117.3632

Final(a)

84.2421

84.4214

84.6572

117.2649 120.2922

(a) Oxide removed.

A.I

120.3804
120.3801
120.3794
120.3759
120.3721
120.3736
120.3847
1,20.3852
120.3905
120.3912
120.3916

123.2461
123.2460
123.2435
123.2411
123.2382
123.2416
123.2532
123.2526
123.2556
123.2565
123.2567
123.1583
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